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Price: 632,000€  Ref: WIN-545

Villa

La Marina

3

3

187m² Build Size

425m² Plot Size

Property and Location: &#13;&#13;In this small development there are four detached

and eight semi detached models to choose from. The plot is only 1.6km from the town

and a few minutes walk from a long sandy beach. The airport isa round 10 minutes’ drive

and the towns of Santa Pola and Torrevieja are also easy to reach. If you want to travel

further a field the motorway is at the airport and for travelling by rail the train station in

Alicante is about 20 minutes drive away.&#13;&#13;Distribution:&#13;The price quoted

and the following layout is for one of the detached models: At street level ...(Ask for More

Details!)
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Property and Location: &#13;&#13;In this small development there are four detached and eight semi

detached models to choose from. The plot is only 1.6km from the town and a few minutes walk from a long

sandy beach. The airport isa round 10 minutes’ drive and the towns of Santa Pola and Torrevieja are also

easy to reach. If you want to travel further a field the motorway is at the airport and for travelling by rail the

train station in Alicante is about 20 minutes drive away.&#13;&#13;Distribution:&#13;The price quoted and

the following layout is for one of the detached models: At street level a pedestrian or vehicle gate gives

access to the property on entering the plot through the pedestrian gate, a tiled pathway leads to the front

door. This opens into the living-dining area. Directly ahead is the kitchen and to the left if this are the forst

bathroom and bedroom from the kitchen a door also opens to a gallery/laundry room. From the living area a

stairs lead to the first floor which comprises of two further bedrooms and another bathroom. Both of the

bedrooms benefit from a sun terrace and from the landing it’s also posible to Access the

solarium&#13;&#13;Summary: &#13;&#13;This new development is situated in an excellent location, these

homes are close to the beach, within walking distance to the beach and all necesarry amenities. The

motorway and the airport are close at hand but none the less the area is quiet and picturesque. These

properties are perfectly suited for full-time living, holidays or for letting both short and long

term.&#13;&#13;&#13; Features &#13;Walking distance to the Beach&#13;Walking distance to

Amenities&#13;Close to the Airport&#13;Gated Community&#13;Oven, Hob & Extractor&#13;Security

Doors&#13;Aerothermal Water Heater&#13;Solarium&#13;Pre-Installation for Air-co.
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